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In this paper, a comparison model is considered for multiprocessor fault 
diagnosis. In this approach, system tasks are assigned to pairs of processors (or 
units) and the results are compared. These agreements and disagreements among 
units are the basis for identifying faulty units. Such a system is said to be t, - 
diagnosable if, given any complete collection of comparison outcomes, the set of 
faulty units can be isolated to within a set of at most tl units, assuming that no 
more than t, units can be faulty. This paper shows an optimal U( 1 El) algorithm 
(where l El corresponds to the number of comparisons), by which, on the basis of 
the collection of comparison outcomes, all the faulty units except at most one can 
be correctly identified and all the faulty units can be isolated to within a set of t, or 
fewer units in which at most one can possibly be fault-free. c I987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical model for considering system level failures in distributed 
computer systems is that introduced by Preparata ef al. (1967). In this so- 
called PMC model (henceforth referred to as the directed graph model), a 
set of n independent processors, or units, is assembled such that each unit is 
tested by a subset of the others. It is assumed that a bounded subset of the 
units is faulty and that the test results generated by faulty units are 
unreliable. Hakimi and Amin (1974) characterized the class of testing 
assignments such that the set of faulty units can be uniquely identilied on 
the basis of any given collection of test results, assuming that the number 
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of faulty units does not exceed the given bound, denoted as t. Such systems 
are said to be t-diagnosable. An O(n2,5) algorithm for identifying the set of 
faulty units in such systems has been given by Dahbura and Masson 
(1984). 
Another important measure for diagnosabihty, denoted as tl -diug- 
nosability, was introduced by Friedman ( 1975). This measure considers the 
possibility of identifying a set of units to be faulty which, to a limited 
extent, may contain fault-free units, whereas the previous measure, 
t-diagnosabihty, considers only the identification of faulty units. A system S 
is t, -diagnosable if, given any collection of test results, the faulty units can 
be isolated to within a set of at most t, units provided that the number of 
faulty units does not exceed t, . 
Chwa and Hakimi ( 1981) gave necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
testing assignments of a system for t,-diagnosability. Recently, Yang et ul. 
(1986) showed that any collection of test results from a t, -diagnosable 
systems always contains sufficient information so that all the faulty units 
except at most one can be correctly identified and all the faulty units can be 
isolated to within a set of t, or less units of which at most one can possibly 
be fault-free. An O(n’.‘) algorithm (see Yang et u/. (1986)) which can be 
viewed as a generalized version of Dahbura--Musson algorithm (1984), was 
developed to identify the faulty units and specify the unique doubtful unit 
(if it exists) in a general t, -diagnosable system based on any given collec- 
tion of test results. For measuring diagnosabihty quality, Sullivan (1984) 
presented a polynomial time algorithm which can determine the highest 
value of t, for t, -diagnosabihty in a given system. 
Chwa and Hakimi (1981) have proposed a quite practical model (hen- 
ceforth referred to as the compurison model or the undirected graph model) 
for multiprocessor fault diagnosis. In this approach, system tasks are 
assigned to pairs of units and the results are compared. These agreements 
and disagreements among units are the basis for identifying the set of faulty 
units. It is assumed that no agreement exists between a fault-free unit and a 
faulty unit for any given task. Chwa and Hakimi (1981) have given 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the comparison assignment of a 
system for t-diagnosability. They also presented an optimal O( 1 E 1) step 
algorithm (where 1 El corresponds to the number of comparisons in the 
system) to identify the set of faulty units on the basis of any collection of 
comparison outcomes. 
In this paper, the comparison model is considered. We will tirst give 
necessary and sufticient conditions on the comparison assignments of a 
system to be t, -diagnosable. Then similar to Yang et ~1. (1986), we will 
show that any collection of comparison results from a t,-diagnosable 
system always contains sufficient information so that all the faulty units 
except at most one can be correctly identitied and all the faulty units can be 
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isolated to within a set of tr or less units of which at most one can possibly 
be fault-free. An optimal 0( 1 E 1) “backtracking” algorithm (which can be 
viewed as a generalized version of the CIUVU-HUI&~ algorithm (198 1)) will 
be presented to identify the faulty units and specify the unique doubtful 
unit (if it exists) based on a given collection of comparison outcomes from 
a general tI-diagnosable system using the comparison approach. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In the comparison approach to multiprocessor fault diagnosis, we 
assume that a set of jobs J= {JI, J*,...} is performed by a system ,S con- 
sisting of a set of PI independent processors, or units, U= {Us, Q,..., Us}. 
Each job JI is assigned to a pair of units ui and uj. When J, has been com- 
pleted by the unit pair, the results attained by ui and uj are compared. The 
set of unit pairs to which jobs are assigned is called the comparison 
assignment and is represented by an undirected graph G( U, E), where 
E= {(uif Uj): ( i, jl u u is a unit pair]. With each unit uj e U, we associate the 
set 
r(ui) = {uj ; (u;, uj) E E}. 
For a set of units Xs U, we define 
r(x)= u r(u;)-x. U,E,X 
When a job J, is completed by a unit pair (ui, u,) e E, an outcome au is 
associated with (u;, uj), where uji= 0 (1) if the results of the performance of 
the job agree (disagree). Since we assume that no agreement exists between 
a fault-free unit and a faulty unit for any given job, it follows that aq = 0 
whenever both u, and uj are fault-free; uV = 1 whenever one of u, and ui is 
fault-free and the other is faulty; uV is arbitrary whenever both ui and uj are 
faulty. An edge that has a “0” (“1”) associated with it will be referred to as 
a O-link (~-MC). The collection of all outcomes is called the comparison 
syndrome, or, with the understanding that the comparison model is being 
used, simply the syndrome. 
DEFINITION I. For a system S and a syndrome, a subset FL U is an 
allowable fault set (AFS) if and only if 
(cl) 1 Fi < tl (where t, is the upper bound of the number of faulty 
units), 
(~2) uiEU-Fand aq=O imply ui~U-F, and 
(~3) u,EU-Fandav=l implyu,eF. 
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Thus, F is an AFS for a given syndrome if and only if the assumption 
that the units in F are faulty and the units in U-F are fault-free is con- 
sistent with the given syndrome. An AFS of minimum cardinality is called 
a minimum allowable fault set (MAFS). Given a system and a syndrome, let 
Q={F:FisanAFS}. 
3. t,-DIAGNOSABLE SYSTEMS FOR THE COMPARISON MODEL 
The concept of tl -diagnosability was lirst proposed by Friedman (1975). 
DEFINITION 2. With the comparison model, a system is t, -diagnosable 
if and only if, given any comparison syndrome, all faulty units can be 
isolated to within a set of at most t, units (that is, 1 UFcQ Fj < t,), provided 
that the number of faulty units in the system does not exceed tl. 
Note that according to Definition 2, any system consisting of tl or fewer 
units is t 1 -diagnosable. This, however, is a trivial case, and in this paper, 
we will require that n > tl. It is interesting to contrast Definition 2 with the 
following delinition for t-diagnosability with the comparison model: 
DEFINITION 3 (see Chwa and Hakimi ( 1981) ). A system is 
t-diagnosable for the comparison model if and only if, given any com- 
parison syndrome, all faulty units can be uniquely identified (that is, 
1 Q 1 = 1 ), provided that the number of faulty units in the system does not 
exceed t, 
It should be noted that, given a syndrome from a ti-fault situation (that 
is, a fault situation where tl or fewer units in the system are faulty), in 
order to isolate the faulty units in a tl-diagnosable system to within a set of 
at most tl units, it is necessary and sufficient to identify all the units in 
U FED F. It should be observed that this problem includes as a special case 
the problem of uniquely identifying the faulty units for a syndrome from a 
t-diagnosable system. This follows because (i) a t-diagnosable system must 
be also t, -diagnosable where t, = t (henceforth, denoted as a (t, = t)- 
diagnosable system), and (ii) for a syndrome from a t-diagnosable system, 
to identify the unique AFS is equal to identifying all the units in lJFEQ F. 
In other words, once we have an algorithm for a fault isolation in 
tr-diagnosable systems, then this algorithm can also be used to uniquely 
identify the faulty units in a t-diagnosable system. 
Chwa and Hakimi (1981) characterized t-diagnosable systems for the 
comparison model as follows. 
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LEMMA 1. A system S is t-diagnosable for the comparison model if and 
only tf each of the following holds: 
(1) 1 L(ui) 1 > t for each unit uj E U; 
(2) for each integer p with 0 < p c t and each X G U with 
1x1 =af-Ph l~(.ul> P. 
For our purposes, we will now characterize ri -diagnosable systems for 
the comparison model. (The proofs for the lemmas in this section will be 
omitted. They can be found in Yang (1986).) 
LEMMA 2. A system S is t ,-diagnosable for the comparison model if and 
only tf for each integer p with 0 < p -C t, and each X G U with 
l~l=-af, -PI3 IUWI’P. 
Note that from Lemmas 1 and 2, both t-diagnosability and (t, = t)- 
diagnosability require that n > 2t + 1. It has been shown in Yang et al. 
( 1986) that any syndrome from a t, -fault situation in a t, -diagnosable 
system with a directed graph model always contains sufficient information 
so that all the faulty units except at most one can be correctly identified 
and all the faulty units can be isolated to within a set of tl or less units of 
which at most one can possibly be fault-free. In the following, we show that 
this is also true for t 1 -diagnosable systems with an undirected graph model. 
LEMMA 3. For a t, -diagnosable system and a syndrome from a t, -fault 
situation, each of the following must hold: 
(2) tfC?={F,,F,l whereFi#FitheneitherF,IF,with IF;-FJ=l 
orF,xF,with IF,-FJ=l. 
For a t, -diagnosable system and a syndrome from a t , -fault situation, let 
Fm and F,,,, denote, respectively, the AFS of minimum and maximum car- 
dinality. Clearly, F,,, is the unique MAFS. We see from Lemma 3 that either 
lQl=l, where F,,, = FM, or Q={F,,,, F,,,}, where F,,, cFM and 
1 F,,, -F,,, 1 = 1. Since the set of faulty units, say F, in the system is an AFS, 
we have that F,,, G F G F,,,,. Accordingly, if we can identify F,,, and FM then 
each unit contained in F,,, must be faulty, and all of the faulty units must be 
contained in F,+,, where 1 F,,,, 1 < li. Furthermore, since 1 F,,,, - Fm 1 < 1, 
there exists at most one possibly fault-free unit in FM and this unit (if it 
exists) corresponds to F,,,, - F,,,. In the next section, an eflicient algorithm 
will be given to identify both F,,, and FM. The following lemma will be 
useful to us for identifying FM -F,,, after F,,, is found. 
LEMMA 4. For a syndrome from a t, -fault situation in a t,-diagnosable 
system, each of the following holds: 
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(1) iflF,,,j=z, then F,,,=F,,,; 
(2) when 1 Fm 1 <t, - 1, F,,,, = F,,, u {ui] if und only if there exists a 
unit u; e U such that 1 F(ui) n (U-F,,,) 1 = 0. 
4. AN 0([ E 1) FAULT ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM 
Chwa and Hakimi (1981) have given an optimal 0( 1 E 1) faulty unit iden- 
tification algorithm for t-diagnosable systems on the basis of a given com- 
parison syndrome. In this section, we will present an optimal 0( 1 E 1) faulty 
unit isolation and identibcation algorithm for t, -diagnosable systems which 
can be considered as a generalized version of Chwu-Hakimi algorithm. In 
the following, a unit U( is said to be isolated if 1 r(~,) 1 = 0. 
From Lemmas 1 and 2, it can be shown that the undirected graph of a 
t,-diagnosable system consists either of an isolated unit with each other 
(connected) component (see Bondy and Murty, 1976) being (t = t , )- 
diagnosable or of no isolated unit with each component being 
t,-diagnosable. In the remainder of this paper, without loss of generality, 
we will assume that a tl-diagnosable system is composed either of a com- 
ponent and an isolated unit or entirely of a connected graph. 
For a given syndrome of a tl -diagnosable system ,S represented by 
G( U, E), dehne G(,( UC), EC,) to be an undirected graph such that UU = U 
and E0 = {(u,, ~4,): u,, = 0;. Let Cr ,..., Cr be the components of Go and let 
U(C,) denote the set of units contained in C,. Clearly, for each component 
Ci and any AFS F, either U( Ci) s F or U( C,) s U - F exclusively. Defme 
G<.,(Uc., , Ec.,) to be an undirected graph such that Uc., = {C, ,..., Crj and 
Ec., = {( Cj, C,): i # ,j, there exist Mu E U(C,), U, E U(C,) such that ok, = 11. 
The graph Gcl( Uc., , EC, ) has been called the O-condensation (see Chwa 
and Hakimi, 1981) of G. 
LEMMA 5. Consider a t, -diagnosuble sevstem und u .syndrome ,frotn a 
t, -,fuult situation in which F is an AFS. Let Ci, . . . . . Cjk be arty> sequence qf ver- 
tices of Uc, such that U( C;,) G U - F and 1 U( C,,) 1 2 2 ,for all j, 1 6 j < k, 
und xF= , 1 U( C’J 1 < 2t,. Then, there e.x?sts ut least one unit u, E F such thut, 
in G, lJui)n U(C’,,)#@,for ullj, I <,j<k. 
Proof For each j, 1 < j < I%, let 1 U(C,,) 1 = 29, + r, where qi is an integer 
and r, = 0 or 1. Clearly, q, 2 1. Let Kj be any of the largest subsets of U( C,,) 
of even cardinality. (In other words, 1 Ki 1 = 2qt,) Then, by Lemma 2, we 
have lF(K,)[>tI-qj+l. However, we have lF(U(Ci,))l>lF(Ki)~-l 
when ri = 1 and 1 f( U( CJ) 1 = 1 f(K,) 1 when rj = 0. Thus we have that, 
in G, 
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Furthermore, from the hypothesis, we have that 
Thus, 
. 
By (1) and (2), it follows that 
> (k- l)l,. (3) 
Note that in G, there is no edge between any unit in U(CL,) and any unit in 
U(CJ, where U(C& U(Cih) c U- F and j # !i. For, otherwise, if such an 
edge exists, then the outcome must be 0, and C$ and Cih can be merged 
into a single component of GO. In other words, r( U(C$)) g F for all j, 
0 < j< k. Since 1 Fl < fl, by (3) this lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 6. Consider a t, -diagnosable system and a syndrome from 
a t, -fault situation in which F,,,, the A4AFS, is nonempty. Ij 
1 U - F,,, 1 > t, + 2, then there exists Ci E UC1 such that in GcI, 
ProojY First note that an isolated unit (if it exists) should never be put 
in a MAFS. If there exists Cj E UC, such that 1 U(Cj) 1 > tl (which implies 
that U(C,,) L U - Fm), then since Fm # 0 and we assume that the system is 
composed of a connected graph and at most one isolated unit, there must 
exist Ci, U(Ci) g F,,, such that av = 1 for some nj E U(Ci) and tij E U(Cj), 
and this lemma follows. Then we only need to consider the case where 
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1 u(Cj) 1 < t r for each C, E UcI. Arrange all the Cj E UC,, ZJ( C’i) s U- F,,,, 
into a sequence 
ci, ,..., Cik ,..., c;, 
such that iU(C,,)/>2for allj,j<kand [U(CJj=l forallj, k<j<l. If 
lx;4 lwy~~~~ then there exists an integer k’< k such that f, < 
x;l r 1 U(C$) 1 < 2tI. Therefore, by Lemma 5, there exists a unit, say U, E Fm, 
such that in G, ui is adjacent to some unit in U( CJ for all j, 1 < j < k’, and 
this lemma follows. Finally, if xf=, 1 U( CJ 1 < I~, then again, by Lemma 5, 
there exists a unit, say ui E F,,,, such that uj is adjacent to some unit in 
U( Cc) for all j, 1 < j < k. Consider any Ciz, C+ where k < x, y < 1 and let 
U(Cix) = { u.~}, U(Cj,) = {u,.}. By Lemma 2, we have that in G, 
1 r( {u.~, u-~}) 1 > lr. Note that, as shown in the proof of Lemma 5, there is 
no edge between any unit in U(C,J and any unit in U(CJ, where U(C,J 
U( C,k) G U - F,,, and j # /z. Therefore, ui must be adjacent to at least one of 
{u.~, uy) since 1 FM 1 <t,. By repeating the arguments to any pair of CjS, C,, 
where k < s, f < I that have not as yet been shown to be adjacent to u,, we 
can conclude that there exists at most one C+ k < j < I, such that ui and 
the single unit in U(CJ are not adjacent in G. Let Us E U( C;), then since 
i I’(Ci,JI=IU-FJ~t~ +2, 
j= I 
we have that in Gc,, 
cG~~c,lu~cj~12~‘1 +2~~1~f1 +l. 
1 t 
This concludes the proof. 1 
Note that for a t, -diagnosable system and a syndrome from a t ,-fault 
situation in which F,,, is the MAFS, if there exists C, E UcI such that in 
Gc.12 l&c ,-cc,) 1 U(C,) 1 > fr, then U(Ci) s FM. This follows because each 
unit in U(Ci) must be faulty (for if not, we will have more than t, faulty 
units in the system, which is a contradiction) and from previous sections, 
we know that a nondoubtful faulty unit must be contained in Fm. Thus, 
Lemma 6 shows that for a t, -diagnosable system and a syndrome from a 
t, -fault situation where F,,, is nonempty and 1 U - F,,, 1 > r, + 2, at least one 
of the Cis, where U( Cj) E F,,, can be efficiently identified by using (4) as a 
criterion. 
LEMMA 7. Consider a t, -diagnosable s-vstem G( U, E) and a syndrome 
from a t, -fault situation in which F,,,, the MAFS, is nonempty. Then, for any 
Ci, U(Ci) & F,,, , each of the following must hold; 
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(1) the subsystem G’( U’, E’) = G - U(Ci) is t\-diagnosable, where t{ = 
tl -  I  utcill~ 
(2) Fm = F,,, - U( Cl) is the unique MAFS of subsSvstem G’; 
(3) in the subsystem G’, we have that 1 U’ - Fm 1 > t{ + 2. 
ProoJ (1) follows directly from the characterization theorem for tl - 
diagnosability. For (2), first note that Fm, 1 Fm 1 < t’, , is an AFS in the sub- 
system G’. Assume, to the contrary, that Fk ( #Fm) is the MAFS in G’. 
Then, by ( 1) and Lemma 3, FL c Pm and Fm - FL = { u,J for some unit uj in 
G’. According to (2) of Lemma 4, ui is not adjacent to any unit in U’ - Fm, 
that is, U-F,,,. Furthermore, if uj is adjacent to some unit in Z$,, then the 
corresponding outcome must be 1 for if not, FL cannot be an AFS in G’. 
Finally, if in G, uj is adjaent to some unit in U(Ci), then the corresponding 
outcome must be 1 for if not, u, will be contained in U(C,). Now, observe 
that instead of F,,,, FW - [ui} is the MAFS in G. This is a contradiction. (3) 
follows by observing that 1 Ui 2 2t, + 1 and 1 Fm 1 < t,. 1 
The preceding lemmas are the basis of an algorithm for fault iden- 
tification and isolation in a t, -diagnosable system. To see this, consider a 
tl -diagnosable system and a given syndrome. To identify the nonempty 
MAFS F,,,, we see from ( 1) and (2) of Lemma 7 that this can be done by 
recursively finding a C,, U( Ci) g F,,l, deleting it from the system, and then 
updating Gc, and the t, bound until in the remaining system, the MAFS is 
an empty set (that is, until there are no l-links in the remaining system). 
The Fm of the original system will correspond to the union of the U(C;)‘s 
deleted. We further see from Lemma 6, and (3) of Lemma 7 that if initially 
1 U - F,,, 1 > t, + 2, then at each iteration, Ci can be easily found by using 
(4). Note that for the second or any higher iteration, if all the C,‘s deleted 
previously are contained in F,,,, then the MAFS of the current system is 
empty if and only if there exists no vertex in G(., that satislies (4). 
Thus, the above comments would support an efficient algorithm for iden- 
tifying Fm, the MAFS, in a t, -diagnosable system except for one 
possibility: namely lU-F,,l[<t, +l. Since lUl>2t, +l and /Fmi<t,, 
this case implies 1 U -- F,,, 1 = t, + 1 and 1 F,,, 1 = tl. The difliculty here is 
identifying a C, E UC,, U( Ci) z F,,,, at the lirst iteration. For, from (3) of 
Lemma 7, if such a C; were identilied, the additional iterations of the 
algorithm could proceed without any further consideration. It is possible, 
of course, that for this special case, there nevertheless exists a Cj satisfying 
(4); if so, the algorithm could proceed as described in the previous 
paragraph. But suppose no such Ci exists. Note that since 1 Fm 1 = tl, by (1) 
of Lemma 4, there exists exactly one AFS in the system. Furthermore, the 
system is connected because if there exists an isolated unit, then, from 
earlier comments, this implies 1 Ul 2 2t, + 2, which contradicts the 
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assumption that 1 U- Fm 1 = 2, + 1. A “backtracking” technique can 
efllciently alleviate our difficulty. The strategy is to first choose an arbitrary 
vertex in Gc, as Cj for the first iteration, and then proceed recursively as 
described in the previous paragraph. If, fortunately, U( C;) G Fm, then again 
there will be no further complications. If, however, U( Ci) s U - Fm, then at 
least one of the following two situations (that contradict Lemma 7) will 
develop as we proceed to the higher iterations: 
(i) After the deletion of some C’,, the updated value of l, becomes 
less than zero. 
(ii) On reaching an iteration where there exists no vertex in GcI that 
satisfies the inequality of (4) the union of all the U(C;)‘s deleted so far is 
not an AFS for the original system. 
Since Fw, is the unique AFS in the system and since the union of all the 
U(C;)‘s deleted contains at least one U( Ci) where U(C,) g F,,,, (ii) must be 
reached eventually. However, the detection of (i) can help prevent the 
wrong computation from going too far. As we will see later, it takes at 
most 0( 1 E 1 + nt, ) steps to reach one of the above situations if the C, we 
choose at the tirst iteration is not contained in F,,,. Note that as soon as 
one of the above situations is detected, we can conclude that 
U( Ci) s U - F,,T. Since the system is connected, in Gc,, Cj is adjacent to at 
least one vertex C,, and each vertex C, adjacent to C, must be such that 
U( Cj) s F,w. Thus, we can now restart from the beginning by choosing C, 
as the lirst component to be deleted and then proceed recursively as 
described above, assured that this will now lead to a correct computation. 
When Fm is identitied, the unique doubtful unit (which, if it exists, 
corresponds to FM -- F,,,) can be found simply by using Lemma 4. 
A formal description of the fault isolation and identification algorithm 
for t,-diagnosable systems will now be given: 
DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM 
procedure DELETE( Ci): 
begin 
main routine 
step 0: given a t, -diagnosable system and a syndrome from a tI -fault 
situation; 
step 1: construct Gc, from G; 
F,?l +g; 
t + t,; 
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step 2: if there is no l-link in the syndrome then GO TO step 5; 
step 3: if there exists no Cl c UC., ~c,s,-~c,j 1 U(Cj) \ > t then GO TO step 7; 
step 4: while there exists Ci E U,-, , &e ,-cc,j 1 U( Cj) 1 > t do DELETE( Ci); 
step 5: FM + F,,,; 
if 1 F,,, 1 < l, and there exists a (unique) Ci e Ucl, 1 U( C;) 1 = 1 then 
F,,., +- FM LJ U(Ci); 
step 6: stop and output FM and F,,,. 
step 7: choose an arbitrary Ck E UcI; 
DELETE( Ck); 
while r >O and there exists Ci E UC,, xc,E,-cctj 1 U(Cj) 1 > t do 
DELETE( C,); 
if t > 0 and Fm is an AFS for the original system then GO TO 
step 5; 
step 8: restore the original Cc,; 
Fm -63; 
t+ t,; 
choose an arbitrary C, E IJCk); 
DELETE( Ci); 
GO TO step 4; 
Based on the algorithm and previous discussions, we can now state the 
following: 
THEOREM 1. Given a t, -diagnosable system and a syndrome from a 
t, -fault situation with F as the fault set, the algorithm halts in 
FIG. 1. A (11 =4)-diagnosable system and a syndrome in which F,,, = {u,, u3, u,} 
FM = {u,> ~2, ~3. +}. 
and 
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FIG. 2. The graph GC, constructed from the system in Fig. 1. 
O(nt l + 1 E 1) = 0( 1 E 1) steps and the two sets Fm and FM in step 6 are such 
that F,,, G F G F,,, . Furthermore, we haue that \ FM \ G t , and 1 FM - Fm \ < I. 
The following two examples will illustrate the execution of the algorithm. 
The second example will require that backtracking be employed. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the (t, = 4)-diagnosable system and a syndrome 
shown in Fig. 1, and the corresponding Cc1 shown in Fig. 2. According 
to the algorithm, Cz, C,, and Ca will be deleted at step 4, and C,, which 
consists of a doubtful unit, will be identified at step 5. Therefore, 
F,,, = {u,, u3, u,} ad FM = {ul, u2, u3, +I. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the (t, = 3)-diagnosable system with a syndrome 
and the corresponding G=, shown in Fig. 3. According to the algorithm, an 
arbitrary Ck E UC,, say C2, is deleted from Gc, at step 7. Since in the 
remaining Ccl, t = 2 20 and there exists no Ci E UC, such that 
E c E,-cc,, 1 U(Cj) 1 > t, the algorithm will test if {~.4~} is an AFS for the 
original system G, and the test outcome would be negative, implying that 
U(Cz) $ Fm. Subsequently, the original system is restored and an arbitrary 
Ci E I-( C2), say C5, is deleted from Cc, at step 8 and Cb, C, are deleted 
from Gc, at step 4. Finally, the algorithm will output F,,, = FM = 
f u5, Us, u, j. There is no doubtful unit in this case. 
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G: 
FIG. 3. A (1, =3)-diagnosable system and a syndrome in which Fm = FM = {Us, t+,, u,} 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
For the fault diagnosis in r r -diagnosable systems using the comparison 
approach, we have presented an optimal 0( 1 E 1) algorithm, by which, on 
the basis of a given comparison syndrome, all the faulty units except at 
most one can be correctly identified and all the faulty units can be isolated 
to within a set of rr or fewer units of which at most one can possibly be 
fault-free. 
As a concluding remark, it is interesting to note that for the directed 
graph model, since Kavianpour and Friedman (1978) and Chwa and 
Hakimi (1981) have shown that if n $ t, , a t, -diagnosable system can be 
constructed with n. r (t r + 1)/21 tests, t, -diagnosability is seen to be excep- 
tionally attractive for the design of fault diagnosable multiprocessor 
systems, as at the cost of dealing with at most one doubtful unit relative to 
faulty unit identification, a reduction of almost one-half of the number of 
the tests can be achieved when compared with (t = t,)-diagnosability. It 
would be of interest to determine if this is also possible for the comparison 
model. 
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